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  . . Did you find any bugs or issues while playing Knights and Merchants? Are there any suggestions you would like to share?
The only thing that I don't like is that the map is just a little too small to get rid of all units.Q: How to compare three lists I have

three lists containing the same data, and I want to compare them one by one. How can I do this in a faster way, because the
speed of my computer is low? I'm working with python 3. thanks A: Here is an example of how to compare one element of a list
to another: >>> l1 = [1,2,3] >>> l2 = [1,2,3] >>> l3 = [4,5,6] >>> l2[0] == l1[0] #if you want to check to see if l2 is the same as
l1 True >>> l2[1] == l1[1] False >>> l2[2] == l1[2] >>> l2[0] == l3[0] >>> l2[1] == l3[1] >>> l2[2] == l3[2] >>> l2[0] is l3[0]
>>> l2[1] is l3[1] >>> l2[2] is l3[2] >>> You can combine several of these with Boolean operations. >>> bool(l1[0]==l2[0]) +
bool(l1[1]==l2[1]) + bool(l1[2]==l2[2]) #if all lists are the same length If you want to check if two lists are identical, you can
use the following: >>> l1 == l2 >>> l1 == l3 Q: System.IO.DirectoryNotFoundException I'm building a windows service that
manipulates a file on a network drive (we do this because we want to automatically update this file when we do, this is how we

are aware that the file has been updated). I'm using a StreamReader to read the file 82157476af
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